OSU TEACHERS THAT DREAM, DESIGN, BUILD, LEARN ABOUT AND TEACH AVIATION

Dream, design and build a RC aircraft; learn about the principles of flight, aerodynamics and flight planning; teach an aviation/aerospace unit in your classroom

In cooperation with the Boeing Company, 24 teachers and interns will participate in 8 days of training and learning opportunities:

- Hands-on experience with flying and aviation careers
- Build and fly a remote controlled RC airplane. (March 5th & 26th)
- Compete in the OSU Speedfest VI competition on April 23rd
- Attend a 4 day summer workshop (June 13th – 16th)
  - Field trip to Oklahoma City to visit the Boeing facility for Career Orientation and Principals of Flight & FAA OKC – CAMI ATC Tour
  - 3 days at OSU Flight Center, planning and conducting an orientation 3 legged flight using a E6B calculator and a FAA sectional
  - Orientation flight in an OSU airplane
  - Develop an aviation/aerospace unit for your classroom
- Fall 2016, teach curriculum in your classroom and participate in a culminating showcase (date TBD)

Participants will receive $1,100.00 in stipends over the course of this program. All teachers are welcome to apply. Preference will be given to teachers grades 3-8.

Apply online at https://okstatecoe.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0UEWX7IQIdDWIEx
Or at http://crstl.okstate.edu/

Applications will be considered until February 15, 2016.
By submitting an application you must agree to participate in all 8 days.
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